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EDITORIAL 

 
 
On October 4th 2013 at the port of Antwerp –Belgium, BP's inspector Mr. Neil Price came aboard Isola Corallo and after 
having carried out the inspection, issued a report containing 7-8 observations (number 3 actually has two) with a negative 
verdict. 
We will see the observations in detail, but the idea that I would now like to convey, through a detailed description of the 
events, is how risky an approximate and unprofessional approach is in our line of work. 
A simple inspection carried out by BP may at first glance seem like a minor mishap, but three months later, the event still 
drags along with it disastrous economic and commercial consequences for the company’s survival. 
An exaggeration? I do not think so. And do you know why? Because the risks are those of setting off a chain reaction that 
could cause off hire and travel in ballast, thereby causing huge economic damage that could prove to be fatal for the     
company. 
I would like to share a scenario with you: let’s imagine the paradox of disapprovals, a scenario that could become real, 

along with all its consequences. BP does not approve the ship, the "majors gossip ", our trader asks for Shell  for the next 

trip but the Oil Major, looking at Sire (computer system shared by the companies) does not accept the ship and declares 

that they will take it into account only after six months. SIX MONTHS, I do not know if I render the idea. So one Oil    

Major is down, or rather two because BP must visit the ship before fixing it again. We would get message after message 

from Vitol because it is as if it had commercially received an embargo for America. We could continue the chain reaction 

and think that just like BP and Shell, other Oil Majors would decide not to fix the vessel. 

Fantasy? Not at all, I'd say that these are the facts and what I’ve described is what actually happened. 
Let’s proceed systematically and order the events to analyze the causes and assimilate the corrective actions that have been 

implemented. The issued remarks and the corrective actions taken are available to anyone who wants to see them, but field 

experts will readily understand that part of the observations concerning deck activities are emblematic of superficiality in 

carrying out preliminary checks that, if done correctly, could have avoided the occurrence of the event. 

This should not happen: I and we cannot allow an avalanche to overwhelm us because someone has neglected activities that 

are part of his duties, as described under their Job Description. 

But let’s continue to describe the events that followed: after we received the report and non-approval, the vessel left the 

Dry Dock in ballast condition from Riga to Pembroke for 8 days due to lack of cargo. This little game has cost us 200,000$ 

of Off Hire with a non-refundable consumption of 200,000$ in addition to the unavailability of the Majors to inspect the 

vessel. These are the actual consequences of a lack of professionalism ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

But this is the last time: I am no longer willing to accept these mistakes and pay for them all, especially when the errors of 

those that I pay as professionals are considered to be trivial mistakes. 

Inspection aboard Isola Corallo : October 4th 2013 Disaster! 

Giovanni Fagioli 

(g.fagioli@finaval.com) 
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Leadership Topics 

HUMAN  RESOURCES  AREA  

 

A Manager’s tasks : to analyse problems and make decisions. 

Continuing on the discussion of a leader’s main characteristics, how can we not refer to one of the most popular features   
according to collaborators: solving problems. With a clarification: the leader must not become an “umbrella” for employees, 
that is, the person who solves all problems—that won’t be helpful in developing the characteristics and professionalism of his 
employees. When it comes to solving problems, we are referring to situations 
that are beyond the ordinary. 
 
In order to solve a problem, one must first define the problem. 
 

The characteristics of a problem: 

1. difference between the current situation and the desired one; 

2. "measure" of the problem, its magnitude; 

3. resources needed to solve it. 

The phases of the decision-making process: 

A.  Defining the problem by identifying the key issues, correlated 

problems, the search into its causes and the collection of data and information. 

B.  Identifying alternatives: in order to talk about alternatives rather than 

dilemmas, we must at least have three alternatives, which may already exist at 

the time of detection of the problem or that will need to be    processed. 

C. Evaluate alternatives: the choice of one among many involves a mandatory analysis of cause and effect, costs and   

benefits, possible scenarios, probabilities. 

D. The selection of an alternative must answer these questions: define what is logical and workable for each alternative 

and determine what additional questions ensue from each alternative. 

E. Defining compensatory rules: (referring to previous points) putting the alternatives in order of importance using or 

not criteria of calculation. 

F. Finally, the decision: consider that, no matter what you decide, the risk is never eliminated but can be significantly 

reduced by following the previous criteria. Other actions that may further reduce the risk are: the search for more information, 

revision of the decision-making process (start from scratch once again), planning the next steps of the process. 

Once the decision is taken, the stages of implementation and verification of the decision necessarily follow. 
 

The above-mentioned lines are a logical scheme of the decision-making process. The more it is the competence of a leader  

with innate talents (creativity, innovation, safety and realistic understanding of his abilities), the more the chances of success.  

 

 
 

To be continued... 

 

 

Gabriele Arveda 
(g.arveda@finaval.com) 
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CREW  AREA  

Please find below the results of the questionnaire administered on board Company vessels in order to evaluate the catering  
service on board. 
 
Rest assured that the company will make sure that there is a systemic and regular inspection of the quantity and quality of food 
supplies in order to ensure that proper evaluation and corrective action can be taken in due time, so that it can provide the crew 
with adequately varied nutritious meals that take into account religious requirements and cultural practices.  
 
The questionnaire was administered to 152 seafarers on board 7 company vessels of two different nationalities (Italian and 
Indian). 
 
For the questions below, 1 expresses a poor opinion, while number 10 expresses an excellent opinion: 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Catering Service Management Report 
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CREW  AREA  

MAIN COMMENTS REPORTED BY SHIP STAFF 

 
 
Opinion regarding the QUALITY and QUANTITY of the following food items proposed on board  
(1 poor / 2 Fair / 3 Good ) :  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The company will arrange a meeting with ALMA Catering Service in order to ensure that there are adequate resources to    
supply high quality foods and to develop a project that trains ship cooks so they can improve their food handling skills and 
enhance their personal hygiene to ensure that food is prepared and served in hygienic conditions. 

Galley staff is less need 2nd cook 

Lack of motivation of Cooks 

Lack of safety in Galley 

At least one time Indian chappati per day 

Buy nutella 

If possible request for noodles and panner 

More fruit 

Lipton Tea should be supplied 

Noodles & biscuit to be provided 

More fresh vegetables 

Variety of breakfast can be make 

No items kept in fridge for night watch 

More attention from ALMA about the ship request 

Improve food menu 

The provision provided for voyage is not sufficient 

Poor quality of fish 

Improve the quality of coffee 

This questionnaire will not be considered by the Company 

Pizza and soft beer on Saturday 

Quality of food depending by the Cook’s behaviour 

Cook must be trained more 

More check for hygiene in Galley 

Sign on Italian Cook 

The quality of food and hygiene is poor 

More quality and more provision 

More seafood 

More quality of meat 

More variety of fruits and vegetables 

Fabrizio Mazzucchi 
(f.mazzucchi@finaval.com) 
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CREW  AREA  

Discipline of the training course for the attainment of the skills of management level for deck and engine officers. 

On 31/12/2013 in the Official Gazette of the Italian Republic no. 305 was published the Decree of 4 December 2013, which 
regulates the training requirements for deck and engine officers. The decree was issued on the basis of the International 
Convention on the minimum training/certification requirements, watchkeeping and communication of infringement procedure 
2012/2210 and on the training deficiencies and qualification of seafarers – training and licence issue  – Directive 2008/106/CE 
of the European Commission. 

The Decree consists of the following articles: 

Art. 1 

Purpose and Scope 

1. A training course has been established for deck officers and engineers who operate on board ships with executive     
directives as per Chapter II/2 and III/2 of the Annex to the STCW 78/95 Agreement . 

2. The course provides the knowledge necessary to fulfil the responsibilities set out in Sections A-II / 2 and A-III / 2 of the  
STCW Code. 

Art. 2 

Course organization 

1. The training course must have a minimum duration of 300 hours for deck officers and of 570 hours for engine officers and 

must be carried out according to the program reported in Annex A) for deck personnel  and B) for engine personnel. 

2. The training course as per Art. 1 must be offered by regionally-accredited training centres or by nautical institutes that are 

already authorized by the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure to carry out alignment training modules referred to in 
para.3 Art. 3 & 12 of the Transport Ministry Decree issued on 30 November 2007 or it may also be connected to specific 
IFTS courses as provided for by the Joint Conference dated 16 March 2006. 

3. The organization, the design and scientific conduct of the course are assigned to a scientific committee consisting of the 

head of the structure and chair. The committee shall be composed by the President and four other members of which at 
least two are training experts in specific scientific and technical areas. 

4. Each training course must have a maximum of 25 participants. 

5. The laboratory equipment and teaching materials are consistent with those set out in IMO model course 7.01 and   7.02. 

6.    Teaching of the training course is assigned to instructors qualified to teach in open competition in disciplines similar to the 
course matter and qualified experts with a minimum of 5 year specific experience in the field. The scientific committee 
shall identify the instructors based on the professional curriculum presented by the parties following publication of a notice. 
Members of the scientific committee cannot carry out teaching activities. 

December 4th 2013 Decree 
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CREW  AREA  

Art. 3 

Final evaluation 

1. The evaluation of the skills acquired by participants is made by a commission after passing an examination that ensures 
objective assessment of the subject matter and the application of such knowledge. 

2. The commission consists of course instructors and shall be chaired by the President of the scientific committee and 
completed by a representative designated by the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure. 

3. The final exam consists of a written test, a practical test and an interview. A total of 10 points may be given to each test. 
Participants are considered to have passed the exam if they receive a minimum score of 18/30, with no less than 6/10 in 
each test. 

4. Participants are allowed to take the exam if they have a minimum 90% attendance rate. 

5. Participants are issued a certificate after passing the exam. 

 

The decree is currently generalized and appears to be aimed at those who are already in possession of Certificates II / 2 or III / 
2, however, the administration seems to be on the point of issuing an explanatory ministerial circular to avoid attendance of 
those already in possession of the above mentioned certification. 

We will update you as soon as further information is available on the matter. 

 

Fabrizio Mazzucchi 
(f.mazzucchi@finaval.com) 
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The following letter received from Nautical Institute: 

MARINE  SEP  AREA 

Nautical Institute - Letter of Appreciation 

Francesco Sabia 
(f.sabia@finaval.com) 
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AMOS 

Inventory implementation and maintenance  

 

PURPOSE: This analysis is intended to define all activities that ensure proper management of the inventory and connected 

operations  

 

AREA OF APLLICATION: all units of the Fleet 

 

 

 
A. INVENTORIES Inventories of spare parts and of specific categories of consumables which are coded in Amos 

must be completed on all ships.  

Standardization of stores and their mapping must be carried out at the same time.  

At the present time, complete inventory (spare parts + consumables)  has only been carried out on the Neverland. 

After performing inventory on Isola Bianca, Isola Celeste and Isola Corallo, we will turn our attention to the    

remaining (Neverland Angel, Neverland Dream, Isola Blu) to complete the part relating to consumables. 

             RESPONSIBILITY: Amos Support – 3° Engine officers (Matteo Bottaro) 

 

B. UPDATES Functions not yet used (or those used incorrectly) will be implemented with SpecTec’s technical      

support, and an updated version of AMOS will be installed.  

Among other functions, the newer versions have the "Alert" feature that will improve verification and control  

activities.  

It is a function that launches a warning screen at start-up which informs the user about upcoming deadlines. The 

parameters can of course be set to suit different needs and can cover any field (pending orders, expiring work  

orders, completed jobs, etc.) 

            RESPONSIBILITY: Amos Support  

 

IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES 

TECHNICAL AREA 

AMOS : Inventory implementation & maintenance 
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Once the inventory has been completed, control activities will be performed as the latter are needed to verify correct 

procedures for loading / unloading of items / consumables carried out by crew. 

A. ON BOARD INSPECTION Technical inspections will be increased for the verification and control of random    

locations.  

      To this end, a special check list named "Amos Inspection" will be prepared – it will be integrated into the 

"Technical Inspection" check list for greater prominence. The former will be implemented with the help of 

inspectors. 

                                RESPONSIBILITY: Amos Support – Technical Superintendents 

 

    B.  DATA ANALYSIS Daily it is Responsibility of Technical Superintendent, assisted by Amos Support, to verify the 

correct operation of Amos by the Board. Checks will be punctual and go into the substance of each Work order, 

purchase order to check the completeness of all the data entered. Amos Support or Technical Superintendent will 

inform the Board of anomalies and deficiencies.The database allows the use of the "KPI" function, useful to extract 

data lists that can help  verify the loading / unloading of items from the warehouse.  

Reports used by the Office to carry out the control shall be as follows: 

          Work Order: highlights the percentage of WO completed within the deadline and within a certain time frame after 

the deadline.  

          Useful to control expiring W.O. and avoid problems with vetting inspections.  

          A platform to control the items used during the vessel’s various maintenance operations can be created here. This 

will help improve the control and accuracy of inventories 

          Purchase Order with non-coded items: 

          Shows the percentage of "Line Item" encoded with 999 or without coding.  

          Useful to keep track of orders and, indirectly, of the database and inventories.  

         With the inclusion of the new IMPA catalogue and with technical support, this percentage shall be gradually reduced.  

         NB: Certain headings such as "transport costs", "taxes", "extra costs" cannot be encoded in Amos  

         Total ordered items (encoded and non-coded):  

         Shows all stock transactions of items (bought, used, lost, found, etc.).  

         Useful for comparison purposes and to keep stores and inventory under control. 

         These are just a few examples- naturally, many other KPIs can be determined to check different aspects of the      

system. 

                               RESPONSIBILITY: Amos support – Technical Superintendent 

A. TRAINING  

Booklet A booklet describing the main steps of AMOS was prepared and sent via Crewing Dept. to the manning 

agency, on-shore staff, and of course, to the ships.  

Crew on board will have to sign for content acknowledgement and reading commitment. 

                   RESPONSIBILITY: Crew Manager - Amos support  

 

Handover A "to do list" covering all Amos operations will be attached to the "Chief Engineer Handover", which will 

have to be delivered by the disembarking staff to the embarking crew. This will ensure that embarking staff will    

receive direct training from the disembarking personnel in charge of the operation.  

This concept is naturally not limited to the single figure of Chief, but can be extended to all staff who work with 

Amos. 

                 RESPONSIBILITY: Amos support , Technical Superintendents 

CONTROL ACTIVITIES 

TECHNICAL AREA 

TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
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B. PROCEDURE A chapter dedicated to the correct use of Amos should be inserted in the QSE, along with a      

complete description of the entire process  

                     RESPONSIBILITY: Amos support – Technical Superintendent - Quality Dept 

 

C. INFORMATION ONBOARD Circulars / DPA communication shall be sent in order to support the activities  

carried out on board by Inspectors and shore.  

A further verification activity can be set up by increasing email exchange between Amos Support and the Office, 

and the Office and shore.  

Support may carry out checks on P.O. , W.O., inventory, etc, and notify the ship inspector according to the results, 

who will then help decide on an action plan. 

                   RESPONSIBILITY: Amos support – Fleet Manager 

 

         D. ENTRANCE TEST An entrance test to be administered to new personnel can be created in order to evaluate their 

knowledge of the system. 

                 RESPONSIBILITY: Amos support , Fleet Manager , Crew Manager 

 

E. SELF-ASSESSMENT TEST It will be created a self-assessment test with the main points of using AMOS to be 

delivered to all personnel of the ship and in the office, in order to evaluate the level of knowledge and to plan 

targeted training initiatives. 

                             RESPONSIBILITY: Fleet Manager , Crew Manager, Technical Superintendent, Amos Support 

TECHNICAL AREA 

Federico Pennacchietti 
f.pennacchietti@finaval.com 
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SEA CULTURE AREA 

 

 

Between November 9–11 2013, a large iceberg finally separated from the calving front of Antarctica’s Pine Island Glacier. 

Scientists first detected a rift in the glacier in October 2011 during flights for  NASA’s Operation IceBridge. By July 2013, 

infrared and radar images indicated that the crack had cut completely across the ice shelf to the southwestern edge. New  

images now show that Iceberg B-31 is finally moving away from the coast, with open water between the iceberg and the 

edge of Pine Island Glacier. 

 

The Operational Land Imager on the Landsat 8 satellite acquired these natural-color images of the iceberg in Pine Island Bay 

on November 13 (top) and October 28, 2013. Clouds and fog make the November 13 image a bit hazy, but the open-water 

gap between the iceberg and the ice shelf is still apparent.  

Named B-31 by the U.S. National Ice Center, the new iceberg is estimated to be 35 kilometers by 20 kilometers (21 by 12 

miles), roughly the size of Singapore. A team of scientists from Sheffield and Southampton universities will track the 700 

square-kilometer chunk of ice and try to predict its path using satellite data. 

 

“It is hard to predict with certainty where and when these things will drift,” said NASA glaciologist Kelly Brunt. “Icebergs 

move pretty slowly, and watching this iceberg will be a waiting game.” 

 

COLUMNS 

Pine Island Glacier 

Source: www.washingtonpost.com 
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SEA CULTURE AREA 

 

The shelf of Pine Island Glacier has been moving forward at roughly            

4 kilometres per year, so the calving of this iceberg is not necessarily a surprise, noted Tom Wagner, NASA’s cryosphere 

program manager. Such events happen about every five or six years, though Iceberg B-31 is about 50 percent larger than 

previous ones in this area. Scientists have beenstudying Pine Island Glacier closely because there is evidence that warmer 

seawater below the shelf will cause the icegrounding line to retreat and the glacier to thin and speed up. 

 

If Pine Island Bay clears of ice by the annual sea ice minimum in February–March, then Iceberg B-31 could move out into 

the Southern Ocean. Once it leaves the bay, the iceberg is likely to get caught up in the flow of the “coastal counter         

current”—which flows counterclockwise around Antarctica—or the “circumpolar current,” which is larger, wider, and flows 

clockwise. 

Which way it goes depends on the vertical shape and depth of the iceberg, according to NASA scientist emeritus Robert 

Bindschadler. “Where it is going depends on the deeper currents into which its keel extends,” he said. Researchers have 

found that larger icebergs with deeper keels tend to drift with the deeper, cyclonic circumpolar current, while sea ice and 

smaller bergs with shallower keels tend to drift with the coastal counter current. 

“If you ever throw a stick into a mountain stream, you would see an erratic flow as it spins, accelerates, and decelerates,” 

Bindschadler said. “I imagine a similarly variable current field working on the iceberg's keel. This iceberg is like a very, 

very big stick.” 

 

But before any of that drifting occurs, Iceberg B-31 has to get out of Pine Island Bay. “It takes a bit of energy and time to 

move these guys into the Southern Ocean,” Brunt added. “Many icebergs in Pine Island Bay have persisted for years before 

exiting, so this could be a long waiting game.” 

 

COLUMNS 

Source: www.washingtonpost.com 

Chiara Zoccolillo 
c.zoccolillo@finaval.com 
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FINAVAL GOES GREEN 

Meeting the EEDI requirements 

 

Source:  Source:  MAN Diesel & Turbo Magazine 
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FINAVAL GOES GREEN 

 
 

 

Source:  MAN Diesel & Turbo Magazine 
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FINAVAL GOES GREEN 

 
To be continued... 

 

Source:  MAN Diesel & Turbo Magazine 

Antonio Maresca 
(a.maresca@finaval.com) 
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NEWS FROM THE WEBSITE 
 

The paragraphs below highlight the main changes that have been made to the website in the last two months. This is both a 
guide and an invitation to follow corporate news through one of the main means of communication with the outside world: 
 
 

• Secure Seaway on Voices 

• The Psychological General Well-Being Index 
 
 
 

 

09-08-2013 

Shipping and Yachting Invitational 

News form the Website 
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RECEIVED AND PUBLISHED ….PROUD OF IT!  

 
 
 

MTI Social Media 
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RECEIVED AND PUBLISHED ….PROUD OF IT!  
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RECEIVED AND PUBLISHED ….PROUD OF IT!  
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RECEIVED AND PUBLISHED ….PROUD OF IT!  
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RECEIVED AND PUBLISHED ….PROUD OF IT!  
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COMMERCIAL AREA 

EXTERNAL OBSERVERS 

Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Source: Clarkson Research Services 
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Private-to-private Corruption 

 
It is widely known that D.Lgs. 231/2001 made it possible for Companies, and not only for individual people, to be punished 

for committing crimes. As already stated many times, D.lgs. 231/2001 provides a list of crimes quoted from the Italian  

Criminal Code and other criminal laws. The responsibility is activated if a Company “manager” or a “subject” commits one 

of the crimes listed in D.lgs. 231/2001 in order to obtain an advantage for the corporation. In order to avoid conviction, the 

corporation has to adopt (before committing the crime) an “organization model”. In this formal document the company has 

to see to it that all its processes (and individual actions) are regulated in such a way as to avoid the commission of crimes. 

The list of crimes is constantly integrated as it becomes apparent that an offence may be committed in order to advantage the 

company.  

One of the most relevant actions performed lately by the government is the institution of a new crime: private-to-private   

corruption. 

 The core of the crime is represented by the damage to a company caused by a “manager” (or other relevant figures) of the 

same company, after he has received money or other advantage from a third person or entity. Summarizing, the person is 

punished for violation of good faith and of the responsibilities he has been given, causing damage to the company itself.  

According to D.lgs. 231/2001, the Company itself remains unpunished since it receives a disadvantage rather than an       

advantage. 

At any rate, it is important to note that the law also punishes the person (or the entity) who promises or gives money to the 

“manager” in order to commit the offence to the company. This last outline is quite considerable since it is the (only) way 

that D.Lgs. 231/2001 is connected to private-to-private corruption.  An example would probably clarify how committing the 

crime could trigger company responsibility: Company A’s director privately gives a sum of money to Company B’s       

commercial manager in order to have great discounts for an important supply. In this case Company B would not be        

responsible according to D.Lgs. 231/2001 since it actually suffers a loss because of the corruptive action described. On the 

contrary, Company A’s director commits a crime and Company A is responsible according to D.Lgs. 231/2001, obtaining a 

clear advantage through the corruptive action performed by its manager. 

This legal extension forces all the companies (equipped with D.Lgs. 231/2001 crime-prevention system) to adopt precise and 

accurate procedures, in order to avoid this kind of offences. It is quite evident that this kind of corruption may be very      

difficult to identify and prevent since it is quite usual in commercial practice to provide gratuities as a form of strengthening 

the relationship. Moreover, it is not easy to distinguish between a mere discount applied by the company (Company B in the 

example above) and an economical damage, committed in consequence of the corruptive action. In any case every company 

must analyse and discipline the entire supply process in a very strict way : the choice of the supplier, identification of the 

“right” price of supplies and the careful control of gratuities.  

 

Angelo Stoikidis 
a.stoikidis@fhgroup.it 
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Bullying and Harassment 

If we want to operate our ships safely and efficiently, we need to work as a team. And teams that work best are those where 

team members feel valued and treat each other with respect and dignity. But too often, assumptions, ignorance and prejudice take 

centre stage and result in bullying and harassment ... which can lead to a great deal of personal suffering. Bullying and        

harassment can create emotional stress which may affect the safe and efficient running of our ships. When you also consider the 

legal claims, the bad publicity, the effect it has on recruitment, it’s clear that bullying and harassment is bad for people, 

it’s bad for business and it must stop! 

What is Bullying? 

• Bullying includes verbal or physical threats or abuse 
• Spreading malicious rumours in person or by text, email 
• Unreasonable demands 
• Excessive supervision or monitoring  
• persistent or unjustified criticism. 

Managers need to give clear instructions, so that people know what’s expected of them. And that may include constructive 

criticism, dealing with poor performance, disciplinary procedures. But bullying is something else! Of course, it's not just     

managers  who sometimes bully. There are many cases where managers have been totally undermined by the prejudices and 

bullying of their staff and, as you have just seen, similar problems occur between crew members of the same rank. That is 

bad enough. 

The Company has the responsibility to ensure victims know that, when they do step forward, they will be taken seriously, 

not laughed at or ridiculed, for that is no way to stop bullying and harassment ... and stop it we must for it has no place on 

board. 

Your shipowner is working to eliminate bullying and harassment at sea and ashore. Your company will support you. 
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